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ABOUT SAVAC
SAVAC (South Asian Visual Arts Centre) is a non-profit, artistrun centre in Canada dedicated to increasing the visibility of
culturally diverse artists by curating and exhibiting their work,
providing mentorship, facilitating professional development
and creating a community for our artists. SAVAC was
founded to be an organization staffed by people of colour,
committed to support the work of artists of colour.
We promote self-representation by developing artistic
practice that is often informed by cultural identity through a
range of mediums, aesthetics, forms, and techniques. We
support work that (in)directly addresses the ways histories of
people of colour are represented alongside the story of
ongoing colonialism on Turtle Island and post-colonial
histories of the global south. These works are challenging,
experimental and offer multifarious perspectives on the
contemporary world.
For over 20 years, SAVAC has operated without a gallery
space as an explicit, political choice. Instead, as a means of
pushing diversity mandates within the Canadian arts ecology
beyond the minimum, we partner with galleries, institutions
and museums to integrate artists and curators of colour into
the curatorial and programming practices of those
institutions.
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AGM SCHEDULE
28 February 2018 at 6pm
401 Richmond St West (Suite 450)
You are invited to SAVAC’s 2018 Annual General Meeting. Meet staff, board
members and learn more about what we are planning for 2018. Every year the
board is elected at the Annual General Meeting, which is open to all
SAVAC members.
The AGM will open with a public talk by Otherness, a collaboration between
Toronto-based graphic-designer Marilyn Fernandes and visual artist, Pamila
Matharu. Often working in an interdisciplinary practice at the intersections of
art, design, and pedagogical strategies; they create installations, small-run
publishing/ephemera and socially-engaged projects through their contentious
lens of personal and political through the othered experience. Marilyn
Fernandes is a graduate of the School of Design, George Brown College (2003)
and OISE, University of Toronto (2011) and Pamila Matharu is graduate of York
University (BA, BEd, 2002).
6:00PM

Open house with snacks, meet and greet with SAVAC team.
Public talk by Otherness (Marilyn Fernandes and Pamila

6:30PM

Matharu) – details above

7:30PM

Reports: A summary of our activities in 2017, including
programming, budgets, grants, etc. Report back from the
auditor
Looking Ahead: Staff will preview upcoming activity for 2018
Election of New Board Members: New board members will be
elected. Nominate/Apply
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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
One of the key financial goals of SAVAC 2020 (our strategic plan) was to raise more
funds for the core operations of the organisation. SAVAC is happy to report that we
received a multi year operational funding increase of 38% from the Canada Council for
the Arts; and an increase of 3.5% in 2016-17 and 8% for 2017-18 from Ontario Arts
Council. During this year, SAVAC lead several fundraising ventures as part of a capital
campaign to complete THE COMMONS shared space initiative. SAVAC applied for
more grants and hosted a successful fundraising party securing:
• $10,000 from the Jackman Foundation to program experimental works on the glass
• feature wall within THE COMMONS
• $100,000 of multi year (over 4 years) funding from Bank of Montreal for THE
• COMMONS capital campaign
• $14,000 from individual donors to support THE COMMONS capital campaign
• $10,000 from BMO for fundraising initiatives
• SAVAC’s 2017 audit shows that the organization is in excellent financial health and
aligned with best practices for charitable, non-profit organisations.
Change in artistic leadership
SAVAC Artistic Director, Nahed Mansour, was offered a curator position at Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA). We chose not to hire an Artistic Director immediately for a
few reasons. Firstly, programming for 2017-18 had been locked down and needed to be
carried out rather than conceptualised; secondly, we wanted to secure an increase in
operating funding in order to offer the next Artistic Director a competitive salary.
SAVAC hired Toleen Touq as Programming Coordinator to carry out the artistic vision
that Nahed had laid out for the current year. Toleen and Nahed collaboratively curated
the We See Animals Because exhibition as a way of smoothly transitioning the SAVAC
programming. This collaborative curation allowed for an extended, practical training
period for Toleen. Given Toleen’s extensive curatorial experience internationally, she
has recently been promoted to the position of Artistic Director.
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LETTER FROM THE
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
At the start of the programming year, SAVAC partnered with Toronto Palestine Film
Festival and PalFest to present a cross-disciplinary conversation with Hala Alyan, poet
and author of Salt Houses, and Leila Abdelrazaq, graphic novelist of Baddawi. The event
presented an opportunity to highlight and discuss self-representation by diasporic
artists.
SAVAC partnered with Creative Time Summit to present a screening of Nuclear
Hallucinations (India/UK, 2016), a highly experimental and avant-garde form of the film
that was influenced by expanded cinema and typifies the kind of experimental
approach to issues about land, labour, and race that SAVAC aims to support and
develop. An accompanying panel discussion on Unprogrammability was organized to
discuss the ethics and aesthetics of working out of context with writer and curator Amy
Fung and artist Sharlene Bamboat.
Monitor 12’s Figures Pointing Outside the Frame, which had premiered in Toronto at the
Images Festival in April 2017, was toured extensively. The program of experimental
video and image works was shown in Montreal (Articule), New Delhi (KHOJ International
Artist Workshop), Bangalore (Experimenta Film Festival) and Colombo (Theertha Artists
Collective) and was followed by conversations with audiences facilitated by SAVAC’s
ED.
Our successful series Views on the 4th continued into our 2017/2018 programming.
This year we hosted writer Amy Fung to present excerpts from her upcoming book that
looks at migration and Canadian national histories, followed by ROM curator Deepali
Dewan who presented her approach to curating an archive of Asian photography.
In January 2018, SAVAC produced an ambitious group exhibition with Critical Distance
Centre for Curators in Toronto called We Look at Animals Because. Curated in
collaboration between SAVAC’s current Artistic Director (Toleen Touq) and outgoing
Artistic Director (Nahed Mansour), the exhibition explores the shifting ways in which
animals are regarded, represented and accorded meaning in post-industrial landscapes.
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Exhibiting photographs, video, works on paper, and sculpture, the featured artists reveal
the nuanced, complicated and unexpected paradoxes that mark our relationships with
cosmopolitan animals. The show included 7 artists: Alex Sheriff (Toronto, L.A.), Huma Mulji
(Pakistan), Smriti Mehra (India), Khaled Hourani (Palestine), Maha Maamoun (Egypt),
Quratulain Butt (Toronto) and Andrea Luka-Zimmerman (Germany, UK). The works were
exhibited in multiple locations across Artscape Youngplace, including CDCC’s gallery
space, the lobby of the building, and on the billboard located outside Artscape.
The show was complemented with public programs that included an artist talk by Alex
Sheriff, a screening by filmmaker Andrea Luka-Zimmerman and activities by artist Maha
Maamoun: an intensive 2-day workshop this coming weekend that probes the
intersections of animals with public and private spheres, and a public artist talk as part of
our Views on the 4th series. We partnered with Gallery 44 on Maha’s workshop in order to
garner a diverse selection of participants.
SAVAC continued its support of independent racialized curators through the work of
artist and curator Farrah Miranda on her project Not Just a Song and Dance - a critical
examination and re-enactment of a community event held in Little India in Toronto to
oppose the KKK’s presence in the 1980s.
In May 2018, SAVAC will start supporting another two-stage residency of Toronto-based
performance artist Kristina Guison. During the first stage, in partnership with FADO
Centre for Performance Art, both organisations are providing the artist with space at THE
COMMONS to work on developing a durational mixed-media performance. Working with
large metallic sculptures, Kristina will engage with materiality by moving, storing and
creating as actions within the performance.
In June 2018, we are partnering with Tangled Art + Disability, a not for profit arts
organization that uses the power of art as a transforming medium to enhance the
understanding and acceptance that people with disabilities can and do make significant
contributions to all aspects of society. As part of the partnership, we will screen the
documentary film Pandi, directed by Maria-Saroja Ponnambalam, that investigates her
uncle’s unexplained death after migrating from India to Canada.
Later in the summer, we plan to launch a new series of events that create subtle material
interventions in THE COMMONS. We will commission mid-career and established artists
to present works that will respond to the nature of the space; its history, spatial
configuration, use of material, and access to light. A series named Graying Fractures, the
first artist we will host is Toronto-based artist Myung-Sun Kim who works with light,
reflection, and site-specific architectural structures.
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Finally, SAVAC administered three successful rounds of Exhibition Assistance Grants
from the Ontario Arts Council in September and December of 2017 and March 2018.
SAVAC is one of the Council’s recommenders for artists of color, and was allotted
$16000 to assist in covering costs for exhibitions incurred by Ontarian artists in
Toronto and internationally.
Sneak peek for upcoming programming year 2018/2019
SAVAC is programming MONITOR in its 13th edition, our program of experimental film
and video from South Asia. The program will open in Toronto and later tour widely.
SAVAC is programming Indian/Canadian artist Panchal Mansaram, a mixed-media artist
whose works intimately reflect the diaspora experience. We will co-produce a solo
show of the works of Erdem Tasdelen. His latest project The Curtain Sweeps Down is
comprised of works in sound, photography, painting and text.
SAVAC will continue to support two ongoing residencies, the first with Farrah Miranda
for her project Not Just A Song and Dance, and the second with Kristina Guison for her
durational performance with Art Spin and Planet Storage.
We will start two new research residencies; the first with curator Maria Alejandrina
Coates to support the development of Data Mapping - a critical examination of the
ways in which technology replicates systems of racism and labour exploitation. For the
second, we will host artist Nour Bishouty to support her research for a multi-medium
project that centers on traditional garb worn by Arab men, exploring it as socio-political
object with distinct allusions to power, religion, gender and the male body.
SAVAC is supporting curator Prachi Khandekar on Flight Mode, an exhibition for which
we were awarded the Indigenous and Culturally Diverse Curatorial Projects grant from
OAC. The exhibition addresses the erosion of solitude within a culture of connectivity.
SAVAC will screen I’m Good at Love, I’m Good at Hate, It’s in Between I Freeze, a film by
Chicago-based artist Michael Rakowitz that meditates on the iconic figure of Leonard
Cohen.
At THE COMMONS, Graying Fractures materializes as a series of interventions that
present works that utilize natural light. In August, Toronto-based artist Kal Mansour will
exhibit his site-specific modular sculptures. Finally, our series Views on the 4th will host
a diverse range of racialized artists and curators to speak about their experiences
working in Toronto.
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MONITOR 12
CURATED BY OLIVER HUSAIN, YUKI
ADITYA AND OTTY WIDASARI
SAVAC premiered MONITOR 12 – “Figures Pointing Outside the Frame” in
April 2017 at the 30th Images Festival. Co-curated by Toronto-based
curator/artist Oliver Husain as well as Jakarta-based programmers at
ARKIPEL International Documentary and Experimental FIlm Festival, Otty
Widasari and Yuki Aditya, this video program marks the second time that
SAVAC has invited a local curator to collaborate with international curator(s).
Auxiliary Mirrors, Sanaz Sohrabi, 12 min, 2016
The Rain After, Mohammad Fauzi, 12 min, 2014
Speculations on India, Harkeerat Mangat, 29 min, 2016
Landscape Series no. 1, Nguyen Trinh-Thi, 5 min, 2013
Alex & I: Moving Pictures, Sumugan Sivanesan, 12 min, 2016
Scene 38, Nawapol Thamrongrattanarit, 7 min, 2015
Nawapol Thamrongrattanarit’s short film, "Scene 38" won the More with
Less Award at the Images Festival for "capturing a rich and humorous metacinematic imaginary in a single shot." The program has toured to Halifax,
Hamilton, Montreal, Bangalore and New Delhi.
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HOME SWEET HOME
PALLAVI AGARWALA

In March 2017, we invited Pallavi Agarwala to
Toronto for an International Artist Residency,
presented in collaboration with the Toronto
Animated Image Society. For this residency, Pallavi
worked through animation as performance and
created an immersive narrative experience using
scaled up projections. The installation was
accompanied by an artist talk, opening and closing
receptions and a series of workshop on stop
motion animated portraits.
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DIGITAL MAPPING
AND THE POLITICS
OF PLACE HIBA ALI
In partnership with Modern Fuel and Whippersnapper
Gallery, we invited Chicago-based artist Hiba Ali to
take part in a month-long research residency in the
summer of 2017. The residency, titled Digital Mapping
and the Politics of Place, engages with Kingston’s arts
community and broader public through workshops,
talks and walking tours that explore the intersecting
issues of race, geography and marginalization. Her
newest installation work, Satellites, was exhibited at
Whippersnapper Gallery and an artist talk organized.
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401 Richmond St. W.
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Canada
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